Phononic crystals and acoustic metamaterials are architected lattices designed to control the propagation of acoustic or elastic waves. In these materials, the dispersion properties and the energy transfer are controlled by selecting the lattices' geometry and their constitutive material properties. Most designs, however, only affect one mode of energy propagation, transmitted either as acoustic, airborne sound or as elastic, structural vibrations. Here, we present a design methodology to attenuate both acoustic and elastic waves simultaneously in all polarizations. We experimentally realize the first three-dimensional, load bearing, architected lattice, composed of a single-material, that responds in a broadband frequency range in all directions.
Architected materials have the ability to influence the propagation of lattice vibrations or pressure waves across scales. These materials can attenuate elastic or acoustic energy by supporting the formation of forbidden frequency bands (band gaps) in their dispersion relation, where waves can not propagate. These gaps form through two main mechanisms [1] : (1) Bragg scattering, where periodically repeated unitcells scatter waves with wavelength at the same order of the lattice spatial periodicity [2, 3] . (2) Resonances, where locally resonating elements can attenuate waves with wavelength much larger than the lattice periodicity [4] . The resonances enable these lattices to retain properties that do not exist in conventional materials, like negative effective mass or stiffness [5] [6] [7] . The existence of such band gaps within the frequency spectrum can be utilized for many applications, such as seismic protection [8, 9] , vibration or sound insulation [10] [11] [12] , frequency filtering [13, 14] and waveguiding [15, 16] , among others [17] .
Architected lattices can be divided into two broad categories based on the host medium where waves propagate [5, 6] : (i) Acoustic lattices, controlling the propagation of pressure waves in fluids, such as air and water. They usually feature rigid scatterers such as cylinders or spheres, capitalizing on destructive interferences (Bragg-type scattering) [3, [18] [19] [20] . Some designs also use resonances (and give rise to negative effective properties): For example, including heavy masses with rubber coating that induce Mie type resonances [4] . Other realizations include Helmholtz resonators featuring fluid chambers with single or multiple openings [21, 22] or coiled space [23] .
(ii) Elastic lattices, controlling the propagation of stress waves and vibrations in solid materials. They can feature alternating material phases within the unit cell [2, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] , with vast difference in mechanical properties, or single material with geometric features, such as holes [29, 30] , leading to Bragg scattering. Another way to attenuate elastic waves is through resonating inclusions, such as pillars or heavy masses [31] [32] [33] . These realizations rely on strong resonance cutting through the dispersion curves to open subwavelength band gaps. Most recent studies on acoustic and elastic metamaterials have focused on the design and characterization of lattices with ever broader (and lower) frequency band gaps, in each separate domain of wave transport [6, [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] .
An architected lattice with the ability to attenuate both elastic and acoustic waves simultaneously in all directions remains elusive. Such material can be useful for many applications. For example, in airplanes, ships or submarines, when an engine is producing both mechanical vibration and acoustic noise, compromising operational comfort and functionality. In this work, we realize three-dimensional architected lattices that can simultaneously attenuate both acoustic (airborne sound) and elastic waves (vibrations) in all directions, over a broad range of frequencies (Fig. 1a-b) . Our design methodology capitalizes on both scattering and resonances to open band gaps for sound and vibrations.
To construct our cubic unitcell, we start with an elastic spherical shell that works as an acoustic chamber resembling a Helmholtz resonator (Fig. 1c) . The shell also works as an elastic spring connecting six rectangular masses positioned at the center of each of the unitcell faces. This spring-mass arrangement gives rise to Bragg scattering for elastic waves. For the chamber to function as a resonator for acoustic waves, we add a narrow cylindrical channel at each of the unitcell faces. Afterwards, we remove the corner of each face-masses to add an extra acoustic chamber at the eight corners of the unitcell. Finally, we add four resonating "arms" to each of the six rectangular masses. The added arms function as locally resonating elements for elastic waves, while keeping each face separated from the neighboring faces. The arms also create a narrow slit connecting the corner chambers and introduce a second control over resonances for acoustic waves.
Based on this design methodology, the position of the band gaps for either sound or vibrations can be easily tuned. For example, by changing the narrow channel radius or the shell thickness. With this method, the attenuated bandwidth of sound frequencies can be chosen independently from the attenuated vibration frequencyranges. In other words, one can create multiple band gaps in the audible regime for sound waves and have other band gaps in similar (or different) frequencies for elastic vibrations. The realized lattice is load bearing (see Supplementary Information) and the underlying principle of wave attenuation is scale and material agnostic.
To investigate the validity of our approach, we first consider an infinite medium model, where a single unit cell is analyzed using Bloch periodic boundary conditions [41] . We assume small deformations and therefore neglect acousto-elastic coupling. The dispersion curves of the unit cells are calculated using the wave equations for heterogeneous media [42] within an infinite medium. We solve both the acoustic and the elastic equations using the finite element method (COM-SOL 5.2). The solution is the wavefunction u(x, κ; t) = u(x) exp (i(κ x−ωt)) , whereũ is the Bloch displacement vector, x is the position vector, κ is the wavenumber, ω is frequency and t is time. The dispersion curves relating the wavenumber to the frequency, in non-dimensional units, show band gaps (gray shaded regions) for both elastic ( Fig. 2a ) and acoustic waves (Fig. 2b) . The dispersion curves are normalized by multiplying the operational frequency by the unit cell size divided by the speed of the wave in the medium, Ω = f a/c. It should be noted that while the unit cell size is the same in both elastic and acoustic cases, the wave speeds are not. Therefore, having a band gap in both plots, at Ω = 0.3 for instance, does not necessarily guarantee a simultaneous band gap in the dimensional frequency domain.
To visualize the vibrational mode shapes of the solid unitcell, we superimpose the displacements profiles as a heat map over its geometry for four different frequencies in figure (2c). The mode shapes resemble (i) longitudinal, (ii) shear and (iii) rotational modes of the face-masses in the unit cell. We also plot a resonant mode shape of the arms (iv) which manifests itself within the first full band gap in the frequency spectrum at Ω = 0.31. The acoustic pressure profiles of the air unitcell are superimposed as a heat map over its geometry for four different frequencies in figure (2d). The mode shapes show the resonance mode of the spherical chamber (i and iii) and the corner chambers (ii and iv).
As a proof of concept demonstration, we first realize an array of seven unit cells tessellated along one direction (Fig. 3a,d ). We fabricate our samples by additive man- ufacturing (laser sintering) using polyamide-12 polymer (the measured Young's modulus, through a compression test, and density are E = 0.5 GPa, ρ = 1200 Kg/m 3 ). The lattice spacing is a = 34 mm. The elastic response of the metamaterial is characterized by harmonically exciting one of its ends with a mechanical shaker (Brüel & Kjaer Type 4810) and measuring the transmitted vibrations with a laser Doppler vibrometer LDV (Polytec OFV-505 with a OFV-5000 decoder, using a VD-06 decoder card) at its other end. We sweep through frequencies ranging from 1-16 kHz and record the amplitude of the transmitted vibrations (Fig. 3b) . We replicate the experiment numerically using the finite element method, by applying a harmonic load along the x-direction and recording the amplitude of the displacement at the opposite end of the structure. The theoretically predicted band gaps are highlighted in gray in (Fig. 3b) . The numerically computed displacements are superimposed as a heat map over the structure for six different frequencies within both pass (top) and stop (bottom) bands in Fig.  3c . Experiments and numerical results agree well. We note the existence of low amplitude regions within the transmission plot that do not coincide with a band gap. They correspond to a pass band with rotational or shear polarizations and can not be excited longitudinally, both in experiments and simulations.
To test the acoustic response of the metamaterial, we enclose the sample within a custom made impedance tube (Fig. 3d) inside an acoustic chamber. Chirp signals are generated with a loud speaker (model Clarion SRE212H) on one end of the tube. Two microphones (G.R.A.S. 40BD) are used to record the generated and transmitted signal, on each side of the metamaterial. We experimentally observe more than 35(dB) reduction in the transmitted sound along the propagation direction. As a control, we also measure the sound attenuation through a slab of a polyamid-12 solid. We observe that the structured materials, with a density 6 times lower, outperformed the solid barrier by up to 35 (dB) within the band gap frequency range. It is worth noting that our metamaterial is porous. Adding an air opening within the reference solid material dramatically reduces its sound shielding effectiveness due to impedance matching with surrounding air. The difference in attenuation between the control sample (with an air opening) and our structured material exceeds 80 (dB). We model the experiment, considering the tube as a rigid boundary and reproducing the sample's geometry using the finite element method. We generate the excita- tion as a point source on one of the ends of the tube and plot the intensity of the pressure field on the other end (Fig. 3e) . As for mechanical vibrations, the band gaps calculated with Bloch analysis are highlighted in gray. The numerically computed pressure fields are plotted as heat maps for six different frequencies within both pass (top) and stop (bottom) bands in 3f). A good agreement between theory, numerical simulations and experiments is observed. The results demonstrate the ability of our metamaterial to simultaneously attenuate both airborne sound and mechanical vibrations, in selected frequency ranges. It should be noted that the presence of simultaneous band gaps for elastic vibrations and airborne sound is not automatically granted and has to be designed for. For instance, at 2 kHz, the metamaterial can attenuate sound, but not vibrations. The opposite is true at 12 kHz, where the metamaterial can shield elastic vibrations but not airborne sound.
The position of the band gaps within the frequency spectrum, for either sound or vibrations, can be altered by different means. For example, changing the lattice constant would change the band gap position for both sound and vibrations. Using a different constitutive material, for example with higher Young's modulus, would shift the elastic band gaps to higher frequencies, while keeping the acoustic gaps unchanged. However, even while keeping the same material and lattice constant, our design principal allows for decoupling the position of the band gaps for sound and vibrations. For example, consider a unit cell fabricated with polyamide-12 polymer, and a lattice spacing of 25 mm. Changing the radius of the hole at the center of the unit cell (Fig. S3a) , from 0.5 mm to 1.75 mm can change the lower edge of the first complete acoustic band gap from 500 Hz to 2500 Hz (Fig. S3b) , with negligible effects on the elastic waves traveling through the media. Changing the thickness of the shells enclosing the air chamber in each unit cell (Fig.  S3c) , from 0.3 mm to 0.9 mm, can shift the lower edge of the elastic band gap from 10 kHz to 15 kHz (Fig.  S3d) . The change in shell thickness has a negligible effect on the acoustic response of the metamaterial. Similarly, changing the side openings or the shape/mass of the outer face of the unit cell would significantly change either the acoustic or the elastic response of the metamaterial, respectively, without significantly affecting the other.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the design methodology in attenuating both sound and vibrations in all directions, we realize a 13 × 13 × 8 lattice with a = 25 mm (Fig. 4a) . The fabricated box has a cavity of 3 × 3 × 3 unit cells in its bottom center to host a mechanical transducer and a loud speaker for exciting both structural and sound waves, respectively. Therefore, the effective number of unit cells in any direction (±x, ±y, +z) is five. To test the acoustic insulation, we embed a loud speaker (model Clarion SRE212H) inside the metama-terial and measure the amplitude of transmitted sound through the lattice with a 1/4 inch (6.35 mm) microphone (G.R.A.S. 40BD). The test is carried out in an insulated acoustic chamber, moving the microphone in different locations around the metamaterial (see Supplementary Information). We compare the signal propagating through the metamaterials to sound waves recorded without the lattice at the same distance from the source. The measured band gaps span frequencies from 2-9.5 kHz and from 12-14.8 kHz. The attenuated frequency ranges translate to ≈ 60% of the entire audible range. With the metamaterial, we measure more than 35 dB attenuation of the sound wave amplitude in all directions. To test the insulation from mechanical vibrations, we embed a piezoelectric transducer (Piezo Systems 25 x 25 x 2 mm)[www.Piezo.com] within the metamaterial cavity and induce harmonic excitations at different frequencies. We measure the transmitted vibrations through the material on its outer surface at the distance of one, three and five unit cells from the vibration source using the LDV. At the targeted frequency range (highlighted in gray), we observe a significant reduction in the measured wave velocities after the third unit cell.
Our design methodology allows for the independent tuning of band gap frequency ranges for each domain, in a load bearing metamaterial. Our findings open new opportunities to design advanced multi-functional metamaterials, for application in transportation vessels, machinery and building acoustics.
Supplementary information:

Architected lattices for simultaneous broadband attenuation of airborne sound and mechanical vibrations in all directions
One-dimensional metamaterial characterization: To test our metamaterial properties, we fabricate two arrays composed of seven unit cells. For elastic vibration testing, we add two thin plates (5 mm) at each end of the metamaterial array. We mount an electromechanical shaker against one of the plates and measure the transmitted signal at the second plate (Fig.S1a) . We cover the free end (i.e., the second plate) with a reflective tape and record its movement (displacement and velocity) using a laser Doppler vibrometer. The experimental setup guarantees complete isolation of the metamaterial sample from any undesired vibrations through the table. The excitation signal is sent to the electromechanical shaker from the PC through an audio amplifier (Topping TP22). The measured velocities are sent back to the PC through a lock-in amplifier model (Zürich Instruments HF2LI).
For airborne acoustic testing, we fabricate the metamaterial enclosed in a tube with a square cross section. The printed tube has circular holes aligned with those in the metamaterial sample, to ease the removal of excess powder from the printing process. The side holes are then sound proofed using Blu-tack, to prevent any sound leak from the metamaterial to the chamber and to ensure full transmission of the wave through the longitudinal direction of the metamaterial. We fit both ends of the metamaterial in a custom impedance tube with a square profile. The tube has two microphones mounted at a distance of 70 mm from the edges of the metamaterial sample. A loud speaker is mounted at one end of the tube, while the other end is fitted within the padding of the acoustic chamber (Fig.S1b) . Following the layers assembly, a long screw passes vertically through the holes and is secured with two bolts at each of its ends (Fig.S4a) .
Three-dimensional metamaterial characterization: To test the response of the metamaterial to airborne sound, we excite the box from within with a loud speaker (Fig.S4a) . Since the box is three-dimensional, there is no need for covering the pores of the metamaterial. The box is tested within the same acoustic chamber to insure insulation from surrounding acoustic noise. We place the microphone at each one of the sides of the metamaterial box to capture the acoustic radiation in all directions (Fig.S4b) . Both the side and top measurements confirm the existence of the band gaps predicted from the unit cell analysis (gray regions in (Fig.S4c) ). It should be noted, however, that the transmission in the side measurements has generally lower amplitude than the top one, as the speaker is facing upwards.
To test the response of the metamaterial to elastic vibrations, we excite the box from within using a piezoelectric plate (Piezo Systems 25 x 25 x 2 mm)[www.Piezo.com]. The transmitted vibrations are then measured using the laser Doppler vibrometer at various points within the metamaterial. The measurements taken for a single sheet (2D) agree well with the full box measurement (Fig.S5b) . Load baring capacity of the metamaterial: We characterize the effective static stiffness of the metamaterial by comparing a block of PA-12 against a single unit cell in a compression test using an Instron 3000 machine. As expected, the thin features of the unit cell causes a reduction in stiffness of the metamaterial by ≈ an order of magnitude in reference to the bulk material. A complementary numerical simulation of the compression test shows the stress concentration within the unit cell (inset in Fig. S6 ). We use COMSOL structure mechanics module to perform the numerical test. We add a prescribed displacement as a boundary condition on the top surface of the unit cell in the -z direction, while keeping the bottom face of the unit cell fixed. The numerical results suggest that the stiffness of the metamaterial can be greatly increased by increasing the thickness of the connecting shells within the unit cell. It is worth noting that the metamaterial is lighter than the bulk PA-12 by a factor 6, due to material removal.
